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INTRODUCTION 
The basic functions of the linear sieve (unweighted or weighted) are the 
functions f(u) and F(U) which are defined by 
f(u)=@ F(u)=% o<u<2, (1.1) Ii 
where y denotes Euler’s constant, and by the difference-differential 
equations 
(uf(u))'=4u- 11, (uF(u))'=f(u- 1) ifu32. (1.2) 
They also feature in the presently most effective (weighted) lower bound 
sieve first introduced by Greaves. We have 
and 
O<f(u)<l<F(u), u>o (1.3) 
2eY 
f(u)=-log(u-l), 26~64, F(z&, O<Ud3. (1.4) 
u u 
Beyond these ranges the functions cease to be elementary, and in 
applications they are either confined to the ranges in (1.4) or they are 
evaluated by repeated integration. 
In the first part of this paper we propose to replace this painstaking 
procedure by a method where a chain of power series will be employed 
instead, and the coefficients of these power series are determined in 
Theorem 1. 
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The method can also be applied for a computation of related functions 
as p(u), w(u) which are defined by 
and 
P(U) = 1, w(U)=;. O<U<<, (1.5) 
(u-1)$(u)= -p(u- l), (uwJ(u))‘=w(u-1) if ~22, (1.6) 
and to the basic functions of the K-dimensional sieve, 3 < ti d 1 and may be 
extended to other functions satisfying difference-differential equations of 
certain types. 
In the second part of this paper we express Greaves’ functions in terms of 
the functions of part I. Thus their computation, which was carried out by 
Greaves [4] by a method of moments, is simplified by tracing them back 
to Theorem 1. 
PART I 
2. The Functions Z,(u) 
Siebert [ 123 and Greaves [3] found the following representations 
.f(u)=2eY C 12k(uh F(u)=2e’ 1 ZIkp,(u), u>O, (2.1) 
k>l k2l 
(these sums are actually finite, see (2.3)), where 
and for 2<r~fW 
and ’ 
Z,(u) :=;, u > 0, 
Z,(u) := 0, u < r, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
so that 
(uZ,(u))’ = I,- l(U - I), u>r32. (2.5) 
’ Siebert and Greaves both use a different definition, but because of (2.5) they are easily 
seen to be equivalent. For another formula of the type (2.1) see Alladi [I. p. 1341. 
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Consequently, 
112 I’ 3 . 
In particular we have 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
etc., and we add the following convenient inequality 
1 
wrw~(r~ l)! 
log’-‘(u-(r- 1)) 
if ~3r31. 
21 (2.9) 
The left-hand side comes from definition, and the right-hand side is clear 
for r = I in view of (2.2). For r>,2 it follows from here immediately by 
induction via (2.6). 
The following theorem provides a more convenient way for computing 
Z,(U), to be described below, than the one furnished by (2.4). 
THEOREM 1. For r E N and api?? c 3 0 we have 
uZr(u)= 1 a,,(r,c)(u-(rfcf)” f tc>r, Iu-((r+c)l <I +c. (2.10) 
?I==0 
For the coefficients we have 
if n31,r32, (2.1 I ) 
a,(r, c)=(r+c)l,(r+c), (2.12) 
a,(r,c)=Z,-,(r-l+c) if r 2 2, (2.13) 
a,(r, c) = 
1 
2(r- 1 +c) {I,-df’---2+~)-Z,. r(r-l+c)) if r33. (2.14) 
and they satisfy the recurrence reIations 
a,(r, cf = 1 
n(r- 1 +c) 
~a,-,(r-l,c)-((n-I)a,-,(r,C)) 
if n>l,r32, (2.15) 
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and 
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1 
a,(r, c) = ~~r~l~‘~~~X~~* (-t)y(r-l+c)yay(r-l,c) 
V-O 
if n>, 1,r>2. (2.16 
In particular 
aot1, cl= 1, a,(l,c)=O if 1221, (2.17 1 
a,,(2, c) = 6,:;’ if n 2 1, (2.18) 
M(r, c) I a,,(r, c)l < - 
(1 +c)n’ 
where 
M(r,c):= max (v+r)I,,(v+cf, 
i,<v4r 
and,far 0 6 c < 5 we have that’ 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
3. The ““Kreiskettenverfahren” 
Before entering the proof we shall explain how Theorem 1 can be used 
for a computation of our functions f( u), F(U). Here, in view of Theorems 2 
and 3, we confine ourselves to the range 
2<U< 12, (3.1) 
also, beyond this range, these functions are practically 1. To justify this and 
being more specific we use (1.3) and [S, (8.2.11)] to obtain 
o< l-f(u) 
i I ’ F(u)- 1 
Gw-f(u)=$&, (3.2) 
* By a more elaborate argument one can show that (2.21) holds true even for 0 <c < 9. 
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where p(u) is given by (1.5) and (1.6). Now 
as can be seen by differentiating both sides and using both (1.5) and (1.6). 
Therefore, on putting 
by (3.3) 
M(u) := max p(r), 
l>U 
M(U)< 
M(U- 1) 
u-l ’ 
and this leads for v + 1 6 u < v + 2, v E IV, by a well-known procedure (cf. 
L.-K. Hua [IS]) to 
M(u - $5) T(u-v) 1 
M(“)yu-l)x . . . x(u-v)=-G-7 f(uf f(u) 
(3.4) 
since M(u) = 1 for 1 <U 6 2 (for more precise results see de Bruijn [2]). 
Finally, combining (3.2) with (3.4) and Stirling’s formula, we obtain 
More precise estimates even yield 
1 -f(u) 
F(u) - 1 
<3* 10.-I0 if u3 10. 
Now, to computef(u) or F(u) we use (2.1). By (2.2) and (2.7), I,(u) and 
Iz(~) are elementary, and, in view of (2.3) and (3.1), we thus want to deter- 
mine 
I,(u) if 3,<r< <UC 12. (3.5) 
Each of these is given by a certain power series (2.10). The coefficients can 
be obtained from a recurrence relation, a most important tool for com- 
putation, namely (2.15). The only missing information at this point is the 
initial value a,(r, c), given by (2.12). Its value will be provided by a chain 
of circles (“Kreiskettenverfahren”‘). 
Suppose then that u and r are given subject to (3.5), and also that the 
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numbers a,(r - 1, c) are already known, as is the case for r = 3, by (2.18). 
Thus, if we determine 
for a c such that 
u<p+l+2c, 
the coehicients in (2.10) can be determined recursively by (2.15), for this c. 
We start by choosing 
c=c,=o. (3.6) 
Then CQ(Y, cO) = 0, by (2.12) and (2.3), and this produces the Taylor series 
(2.10) with (3.6) which converges in 
r<u<r+l (=r+ 1 +Zc,). (3.7) 
If u < r + 1 this is all we need. Otherwise pick now 
C’CI, o<c, < 1. (3.8) 
Then according to (3.7), the series which we just obtained yields 
(P+c~)~,.(T+c,), i.e., a,($, c,), and this produces via (2.15) the series (2.10) 
with (3.8) which converges in 
r<u<r+ 1+2c,. (3.9) 
If necessary, i.e., if u is still not in the interval (3.9), the procedure which we 
started at (3.8) can be repeated: namely the last series permits a choice of 
c2 according to 
L’, -cc,< 1+2c,, 
and so determines LQ(Y, cz), thus yielding, via (2.15), the series (2.10) for 
c = cz, etc., until the value of u has been covered. 
If several steps are necessary, our iterative procedure requires a sequence 
co, c,, c2 ,..., satisfying 
c,..j KC,< 1+2c,-,, YEN, c,=o. (3.10) 
Inequality (3.10) implies that 
c,<2”- 1. (3.11) 
A sequence just fitting (3.11) would give the fastest procedure to reach U, 
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the argument of I,(u), however, at the expense of a poor rate of con- 
vergence. On the other hand f.e., the choice 
e”=(+)‘- 1, 
ensures, by (2.21) (note that in view of (3.5) the condition c < 5 is amply 
satisfied), that the rate of convergence in each series (2.10) is at least as 
good as 2 -n. 
As to the use of Theorem 1 for numerical calculations of Z,(U), f(u), F(u) 
we add a final remark: Instead of the power series (2.10) one will use a 
finite portion of it oniy. This applies also to the iterative procedure for 
determining the initial coefficients a,(r, c), which has been described above. 
Both approximations of our functions by finite sums can be kept under 
control by means of the results contained in Theorem 1. However, a 
detailed discussion of the related estimates is beyond the aim of our present 
paper. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Analytic continuations of our functions Z,(U) are provided by 
1 
T,(z) :=- for Rez>O, 
z 
~~(~):=~~~-,lT,-I(W)dil- forRez>r-131. 
r,(z) is holomorphic for Re z > r - 1 and coincides with Z,(u) for real values 
of u 2 r. Hence the power series in (2.10) exists for any c 20, and it is 
absolutely convergent for ) u - (r + c-)1 -c 1 + c. Also 
This proves (2.11), because of (2.5), and (2.12) through (2.14). Next for 
r>, 1, n32, 
Because of (4.1) and (2.11), this yields (2.15) for n>,2. For n= 1, (2.15) 
follows from (2.13) and (2.12), and (2.16) is an immediate consequence of 
(2.15). Equations (2.17) are obvious, and then (2.18) follows from (2.16) at 
once. As to (2.19) we use (2.12), (2.7), and (2.18) in (2.16). For r= 1, (2.20) 
holds clearly true. Then, by induction, (2.20) follows by virtue of (2.16) for 
n 3 1 (even with M(r - 1, c)), and then (2.12) completes the proof of (2.20). 
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It remains to prove (2.21), and in view of (2.17) and (2.18) we may 
assume that r 2 3. Remember that here we assume 0 6 c 6 5. Suppose then 
that (2.21) has been proved already for all values -C r and for all n with 
26n<n,, where 
I. (4.2) 
Then for n an, + 1, by (2.15) 
I a,(r, c)l < 
1 
.*.(A+ 1) Gn(l $, n(l+c)” r-l+c 
since c < 5 and (4.2) imply that 
Therefore, in view of (4.2) for a proof of (2.21) it suffices to show that 
(2.21) holds true for 
r=3, 26n66, (4.3) 
r = 4, n = 2, 3, (4.4) 
t-35, n = 2. (4.5 1 
For n>2 and c<5 we have 
<log(l +c)-E<;. (4.6) 
Therefore, by (2.19) for (4.3) it sufficies to prove that 
or, on putting 
2+c 
.xz := Kc’ 
that 
n-l xY 
L(x):= c --log -& - 
( > 
x”<O. 
v=l v 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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Here 
so that L(x) has its maximum at x = I + (I/R). Hence, by (4X), it suffices to 
show that 
The first sum equals 
and the next two terms of L, are an increasing function of n, so that 
These two estimates yield 
so that (4.9) is true, even for all n > 2, and (4.3) is proved. 
Next, by (2.14), (2.7), and (2.8) 
1 
a,(4, c) = - 
2(3 + c) 
{1,(2++1,(3+c)J 
1 logfI+c) I =- -- 
2(3+c) 2fc 3+c s 
~+~log(r-lf& 
2 t 
and by (2.9) we see that here, i.e., for c < 5, 
a,(4, c) 2 0. 
As to the case n = 2 of (4.4), we have to show that 
(4.10) 
Zlog(l +C)-~~*+‘*og(:-l)dl$(~~z, (4.11) 
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or, on introducing x by (4.7) again, that 
dt - (2x - 1 )2 < 0. 
Here we find that 
L’(x) = 
2x-l 
2(x- 1) i 
log -&-4x2(x- 1)-x (0, 
I 
so that L(x) is decreasing in x. Therefore, by (4.7), it suffices to check 
(4.11) for c = 5 only, and this is easily done by using, f.e., 
I 7log(t- 1) dt> 71%(t- 1) 2 t I 4 t dt > log;. 
This proves (4.4) for n = 2, i.e., 
(4.12) 
For n = 3 we want to show that 
The upper estimate follows, in view of (4.10), at once from the case r = 3, 
n = 2, already proved in (4.3). The lower estimate reads 
1 2+c 
l%(l ++l+r 
1 
2(2 + c)2 <3(1 +c)3 
because of (2.19). For this, making use of (4.12) and (4.6), it sufhces to 
show that 
1 1 3+c 
(1+3(3(2+~)~‘(1 +c)~’ 
or, with (4.7) again, 
idx2(x- 1). 
This, however, follows from cd 5, i.e., x > 2, thus completing the proof of 
(4.4). 
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Finally, for (4.5), we use (2.14) and (2.9) to obtain 
laz(r, c)l< 
1 1 
2(r- 1 +c,“2~~ -2 (v- l)! 
log’ ‘(1 +C) 
I’ + f 
I log’ -- “( 1 + c) log{ 1 + c) 1 
=2p-1 +cj(Y-33)! (+-2+c) ‘2(4+r)(3+~)~2(1 +r)” 
since for cd 5 
(4+c)(3+c) 
(1 +c)’ 
=(I +&)(I +T:;)“z>‘og(’ +C). 
PART II 
5. The Greaves Functions 
Greaves’ functions (cf. [3]) can be defined in the following way. For 
v E N let” 
where the conditions for A?,,. (reflecting the definition of the Rosser-Iwaniec 
functions x’) are given by 
(5.2) 
I  
.Y<ltZk ,  < I , *  <ISI <; 
3H’2, 1 + bt’2j 2 + ’ ’ ’ + ISI < I ifl<j<k 
1 < 3WZk , i” tt’2k 2 + . . . -I- 11‘1 
iz’z,. , < 1 --s - M‘, - . . . - il’?k t . 
’ As to the extension to .F > 0 see (5.11 ) below. 
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Further 
mx, 3) := c bk- 1(x, s), 
kal k&l 
h,(x) := lim h,(x, s), 
a-l+ 4x1 := $n+ w, s), 
H(x) := s p+ H(x, s), (5.3) 
so that 
k>l 
Wx)= c h2k- 1(x). 
kZ1 
(These sums are actually finite, see (5.12), (7.6).) Finally 
lj(x) :& h(x), o<x< 1. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
This function $(x) enters the most important lower bound estimate for 
Greaves’weighted sifting function-apart from a common factor outside, an 
elementary function and the contribution from the remainder terms-in the 
form 
(5.6) 
where V is still to be chosen and where E, is some constant < V. According 
to Greaves [3], $(x) is strictly increasing and has an unique zero VO, 
V, = 0.074368... ( = l/l 3.446.). (5.7) 
For general sequences, where the remainder sum is of order of its trivial 
estimate, it is easy to see that the optimal choice of V is V= V,. However, 
in other cases, where by various techniques a refined estimate of the 
remainder sum is possible, the optimal V is > V,. Therefore, in studying 
I/I(X) and/or h(x) one may confine oneself to the range V> V,, or rather to 
the interval 
jg<X<$. (5.8) 
At this point we stress that in the definition of Greaves’ functions (5. f ) it 
is understood, that the left-hand endpoint of an interval is less than its 
M1/22/2-7 
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right-hand endpoint, and that otherwise the integral over that interval is 
zero, i.e., 
=o if aab, (5.9) 
and we shall keep this convention throughout the paper. 
By the last lines of (5.2) (and w, > x) necessarily 
(v+l)x+w,<l. (5.10) 
Therefore, as we see from the first lines of (5.2), h,(x, S) is independent of s 
if l/s 2 1 - (v + 1) x, i.e., 
h,b,s) = h, 
1 1 
4 VEN. i-(v+l)x > 
= h,(x) if O<s< 1 -(v+ 1)x’ 
(5.11) 
Inequality (5.10) also implies that in h,(x, S) necessarily XC l/(v + 2), 
which proves 
1 
h,(x, s) = 0 if x >-, 
v+2 
VE N. (5.12) 
By the third (and first) lines of (5.2) we also find the necessary condition 
l<(v+2)x<(v+2$ 
which implies that 
h,(x, s) = 0 ifs>v+2. 
All our variables being positive, we introduce the 
X 
s, := 
v+l if x,-xx,+,>O, 
x,---x,+1 
(5.13) 
abbreviations s “, u y 
VEN, (5.14) 
1 min ( - x,x,, + 1 
v+1’2x,+,-X” > 
if ~.x,+~--x,>O 
u,. .- I- (5.15) 
1 
v+l 
if 2x,+,- X,dO,VEN, 
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as well as the intervals i, by 
. . vf2 
LY. -x,<x,-l<U,, 
v+l 
VEN, 
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(5.16) 
and we note the following equivalence 
1 
x,-,<u,-x,<- 
v+l 
and x,~,~~~y+l-~y~~~“~Y+I. (5.17) 
We begin with hi. By (5.1) and (5.2), 
Mx,,s,)=j dw 
w(l-x,-w)’ 
where the range of w  can be described by 
1 l-X, 
-<w<- 
1 x,-.x2 
3 2 ’ 
w-c--=-. 
s1 x2 
Changing the variable w  into x0 by w  = 1 - (x1/x0) yields 
and (5.18) changes into 
3 2x1 -x+x()<-, 
2 XI + 1 
x,(2x,-x1) < x1x2. 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
In order that the range for x0 is not void (cf. (5.9)), the first inequalities in 
(5.19) require that xi < 4, and so in turn that necessarily x0 < f which may 
be added to (5.19). Then (5.17) shows that (5.19) can be written as 
3 
-xi<x,<min(~,~i). 
2 
Therefore 
h&l> $I)=; s 
dxo 
s 
dxo 
4.1 (x0-x1)(1 -xx 21 (x*-X,)(1-&I)’ 
O<x,<l,s,>O, (5.20) 
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(5.21) 
Also, in view of (5.3), i.e., s2 +~,/2+, and (5.19) 
Next, for hZk, we change the variables w,, in (5.1) (5.2) into XX , , wb by 
(5.23) 
and we find that (cf. [3, (5.5)]) 
subject to the condition 
-‘iZk- it2-%k+, - X2k) < *xZkXZk + 1. (5.24) 
Two more conditions for xzk-, are supplied by (5.12) and (5.13) for 
v = 2k - 1, namely, 
2k+2 1 
2k+l X2k KX2k- 1 <m+ 
(5.25) 
Therefore, by (5.17) and (5.16) 
In much the same way we deal with hzk+, , by using (5.23) again, 
however, note that now 2k is to be replaced by 2k + 1. The only 
deviation-stemming from the second line in (5.2)-from the preceding 
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case is an additional upper bound condition in (5.24), namely xzk <: $xXZk + i, 
which combines with (5.24) and (5.25) into 
2k+3 
-X2k+I<X2k<min 
2k+2 
Therefore 
h 2k+l (x 2k+l,S2k+l)= j~Uli,X2k~~k+1h2k(x2krS2k) 
d-Q - 
hm(%k, S2k)? 
X2k - X2k TV I 
O<X,,+,<~,S~~+,>~,~E~, (5.27) 
where 
j2k + 1 : gX2k + 1 < X2k < U2k + 1) keN. (5.28) 
The last integral in (5.27) is 
I dX2k b&kr 32k) d%k 
J2k+ I ex2k - X2k f 1 
s 
d-Q = 
hx(%) ‘hk 
/*k+l X 2k - X2k+l 
dX2k 
X2k-X2k+I 
{hxh) - hzcho s2k,> dX2k. 
By (5.26), (5.3) and since (for hZk(xZk)) S2k + 1 + implies that 
2x Zk+l-*2k --) +o and U2k= 1/(2k + 1) (cf. (5.36)) the expression in the 
last integral is 
I 
1/(2k + I) 
hx(%k) - h2kh, S2k) = 
‘hk ~ I 
b/c - 1 b2k - 1, S2k - I 1. 
u2k sx2kp 1 - X2k 
In view of (5.9) and (5.15) we may add to the last integral the necessary 
condition 2x,,+ 1 - xzk > 0, so that with 
X2kX2k + 1 1 
/&zk: <X2k-1<2k+1’ 2x 2x 
2k+ 1 -x,,>O, ksN, (5.30) 
- 2k + 1 x2k 
s dx h2kb2k)-h2k(X2k,S2k)= rkX2k~~~~2kh2k~,(~2k-,~s2k~~) 2 
= 
s 
d-%-l ,V, 
2kp ,bZk- 1)~ (5.31) 
.?a I,k ~ I - X2k 
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where, for the last step, we used (5.1 I ), (5.30 1, and (5.28). We now use 
(5.31) in (5.29) and this in turn in (5.27) to obtain 
h 2kfi _ 2k+l%S2ki1 (u 1 
O<X*k+l<l,S2k+1>O,kE~(. (5.32) 
(5.32) for k- 1 and (5.26) combine into 
h,&,, 9 S2k) 
s dxzk - i s d%k - 2 = ixXZk-l-X2k i2k-IX2k-2--2k--1 hx-,(Xx-,, ~~-21 
s d%k - 2 -X2k j2k-l X2k-2-X2k-l 
s d%k - 3 d2k-2X2k-3-X2k-2 
0<.&<1,.?2k>o, 2<kkE. (5.33) 
For k = 1 (5.26) yields 
h,bz, 32) = s dxl --h,(x,, silt 0 <x2 < 1, s2 > 0. (5.34) 6’2 x1-x2 
Therefore, by induction with respect to k, (5.33) leads readily to 
fhbh ?2k) 
I 
d%k - 1 
= . . . dx,h,b,, 31) 
;uxZk- 1 - X2k s /2x1-x2 
o<x,,< 1, s~~>O, kE N, (5.35) 
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and (5.34) is contained in (5.35) if for k = 1 the last sum is considered to be 
void. 
According to (5.3) and (5.14) the transition from h2k(~Zk, sZk) to hZk(x) is 
provided by 
2x 2k + 1 - x2k + +o, X2k = x. 
Then, by (5.15), d2k turns into 
^ 2k+2 1 
IZk: 2k+ 1 XcX2kp 1 <m* 
Hence, by (5.35), 
(5.36) 
x 
1 
h2AX22) - J4 x2;;: :, hzn- 1(x21-- 1) 9 
t* I I 
O<x<l,kENj. (5.37) 
Before elaborating on this formula we shall prove the following 
LEMMA 1. Define 
(5.38) 
h-2 
‘2*‘“‘:=I;x:‘:1:“xi,.,x2,-~-x~~-~... 
X 
J 
& 
-h,(x,, Sl), O<x<l, 2skENj. (5.39) 
iZXl--x2 
Then, with the functions I,(u) of part I, 
MX) =X J 1’x f@-2)I,(u-2)dU ifO<x< f 
1-x 2k+2 2-xu 2k+2’ 
kENI, (5.40) 
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1 
j,,(.~) = 0 ifx>------ 2k+2’ 
/YEW. (5.41) 
Proq& For the case k= 1 of (5.40) we use (5.20) in (5.38) and obtain 
o<x< 1. 
We now invert the order of integration in both integrals and find on using 
(5.17) that 
where the necessary condition 0 < I < a for the nonvanishing ofj,(x) stems 
from the ranges for x0 thus proving (5.41) in this case. In the inner 
integrals we replace x1 by 
x* x1-x 
.Y, =--, 
x x*-x, 
(5.42) 
which leads immediately to 
- 
s 
II2 dxo (Iir)(.~o--x)/(1 -.x0)-- I ,.$,, 
3r/(2x+l)(l -X,)(.&J-.x) 
-9 
Y  1 
O<X<$. 
Then, x0 in the two integrals is replaced by 
2(x,-x) 
U= 
1 x0-x 
x 3 
u=--- 
x I - x0’ 
(5.43) 
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respectively. We thus obtain 
j,(x) = 
1 du up’dyl 
l-x-(x/2)& 1 s 1 
cl/x)-2 du u--l dy, 
UI y, I - 
log(u- 1) du 
2 -x(2 + u) 
(u - 2) Zz(U - 2) du 
2--.x24 ’ 
o<x<;, 
by (2.7), which proves (5.40) for k = 1. 
The remaining part of the proof of (5.40) (and (5.41)), i.e., for k 3 2, 
proceeds along the same lines: use of (5.20) in (5.39), inverting the order of 
integrations and using substitutions of the type (5.42) and (5.43) for 
evaluation. Thus, by (5.39) and (5.20) 
j2k(4 = jpx xz::yx j. 
dxx - 2 . . 
r2t- 1 X2kp2-X2kL1 
X- 
s 
dx, 
i*x1--x2 
X 
dxo 
s 
dxo 
‘I (x0-x1)(1 -4J- ,;txg-x1)(1 -x0) 
O<x<l, 2dkEN. (5.44) 
From the intervals, given by (5.36) (5.16) and (5.21) we infer the con- 
ditions 
v-t2 2k+2 
-x,<x,-1, v+l 
2dv<<k--1, - 
1 
x<x,,-I, 
2k+l 
x0<- 
2 
and on using (5.17) 
~,_,(2x,+,-x,)<x,x,+,, 16v62k-2, 
X2k~2(2X-X2k~1)<X2k~1X, 
for both of the 2k-fold integrals. In addition, we have 
3 
-x1 <x0, Xix 
2 x,+1 O 
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for the first and the second integral, respectively. Again, we want to reverse 
the order of variables of integration. Then, also including necessary con- 
ditions from the new intervals in view of (5.9) and dropping superfluous 
conditions, we find on defining 
t -= 
(2k - v) x,x 
If>,-1, 
“Y, - 1 .x,* 
“. x,+(2k-v-I)x’ uv := 2x,- 1 -x,’ 
v~o,X~l:=lr 
(5.45) 
as the new set of conditions 
t v--l <x,~<v,-l, 2,<v<2k-1 
for both integrals plus 
t, < x1 < gcxo, (k+ l)x<x,<;; tO<X~<vg, t-,<x,<i 
for the first and the second integral, respectively. Both x,-conditions imply 
that x < 1/(2k + 2) is a necessary condition for the nonvanishing of jZk(x), 
which proves (5.41). After these preparations we obtain from (5.44), 
j,,(x) = 
i 
j(r; ,)x fg$ jiy3jxo & - J-y: ++ j-1 -$-I 
0 10 0 1 0 1 
‘J2k-2 
X 
s 
“1 dx, 
I 
dxz- 1 . 3 . 
11 xi-x:! c!k-2 (XZk-2-xZk-,I)(xZk-l --xl’ 
1 o<x<- 
2k+2’ 
2<kkE. (5.46) 
As to the 2k - 1 inner integrals consider 
dxv 
mv-l~x~:=~~~~ (x, l-x,)(x,,-x)’ VEf% 
On putting 
X,-l y, :=- 
x, - x 
x X,-~--X, 
we obtain 
M”-l(X)= 
1 
X,-l 5 
(+~-tl~)((~--~U(x,-t -u))- 1 dy, 
--x 2k-v x-’ 
VEN. (5.47) 
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By this formula, starting at v = 2k - 1, those integrals are inductively deter- 
mined, so that by (5.46) 
&k(X) = 
iJ 
l/2 4, J 
(2(.~o--x)/x~--I dy, 
(k+l)X(1-XO)(XO-x) 2k-I Yl 
l/2 dxo (~/-~)((xo--~)/(l --~a))- 1 dy, - J 1-1 (1 -x&Q-x) J 2k-1 x- 
X J yl--i dy2 m-2-1 dyzk- 1 _... J -1 Zk-2 y, 1 y2k-1 
1 o<x<- 
2k+2’ 
2dkEN, (5.48) 
and finally with the substitutions (5.43), 
X J u--l dy, J )‘=-2-I dy2k-, _... 2k-1 YI f y2k-1 
X J 
(I/s) - 2 
=- 
1-x 2k 
u12k(u) du 
2-x(2+u) ’ 
by (2.4), which completes the proof of (5.40). 
6. The Results aboui h*&(X) 
Our main results about the function h(x) are contained in Theorem 2. It 
is preceded by the final formulas for the single terms in (5.4) in 
LEMMA 2. We have 
f&c(X) = 0 if x2 &, kEN 
h2(X)+2(X)=& J”*10Zpl_“x;3)du=& J1’x “-;)~;,u-“du 
4 4 
if Otx<$ (6.2) 
h&) =j2ktx) = & J II4 (u-2)I,,(u-2)du 
2k+2 2-xu 
1 1 
if -Gx<-, 
4k 2k+2 
2<kkE. (6.3) 
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The remaining cases Jbr the relevant interval (5.8) are 
hd(X) =j,(x) + R’O’(x) if &<X<Q, 
114(~)=jJ(~)+R(01(~)+R”‘(.~) if &<.x<~. 
(6.4) 
(6.51 
where 
R’O’( x) = - I,, 
‘j4 log((2ul.u) - 3 lj-(u) du 
7 , 
u - .K 
(6.6) 
R”‘(x) = 
c 
“4 log(2 - (3x/u)) j-(U) 
7 
du 
9 
3r u - x 
and 
where 
h&x) =j,(x) + R’“(x) + P3’(x) if &<,x<&, 
ProoJ Equation (6.1) serves merely as an illustration, it was proved in 
(5.12). Equation (6.2) follows immediately from (5.37) and (5.40) for k = 1. 
For k 3 2, by (5.39), we may write (5.37) in the form 
h,,(x) =.&A-~) - 
where 
(6.9) 
and 
X 
5 
&a 
s 
dx,a-, h 
j21$ I 7x21 - x2.a + I d21 x2.x .- 1 - -‘czi 
U- ‘lx21 - 1). (6.10) 
For the integrals f2.1r f3.>. we proceed exactly as in the proof of f5.40), 
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i.e., collect the conditions from the intervals, reverse the order of 
integration, add necessary conditions stemming from the convention (5.9) 
and drop superfluous conditions. 
Thus, for 1 <l<k- 1, for jzA, using the abbreviations (5.45) again, we 
find as the resulting set of conditions 
if 21+26v<2k-1, 
(k-i+ l)x<xq& 
(6.11) 
where in case of A= k - 1 only (6.11) is present. Hence, by (6.9), 
fJ2i. + I dx 
X 
i 
2.x+2 .., v2k-2 
%+I -‘cZi+l -x21+2 
I 
dxx - 1 
Q-2 (X2k-*-X2k--I)(XZk-,-x) 
The last 2k - 2I. - 1 integrals are evaluated as in (5.48) by (5.47) for 
v = 2k - l,..., 2A + 1, thus leading to 
s I 
l/(2,4 + 2) 
dxa 
=: h2b21) d 
2.33 (k-a+l)r X 2E. - x 
X s 
W~JS) - 3 dy2i + , .w-2- 1 dy2,-, 
.., 
2k-22- 1 yz).+ 1 
I 
1 Y2k- I 
by (2.4). 
Similarly, for 1 <I <k - 1, for f3,). we find after reversing the order of 
integration the conditions 
t,-I<x,<v,,-1 if 2R+2<vd2k-1, 
max(h, 
2 
v&<x2/:+1 <-x21, 
3 
(6.13) 
(k-A+ l)x<x2,<&,, (6.14) 
2(k-R+ l)r<l,,-r<&, 
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where in the case of A =k- 1 (6.13) is to be omitted. The max in (6.14) 
induces the splitting point t,a-, in the x,,-interval, and we shall use 
J 
121-I 
dx22 
J 
l2/3).Y2j. t  l/2 ).XZj, - { r(2/3h 
dx 2iil + i &a J 
dx 21 + 1 
(k - I + I 1-r 0; *ibi- i t>z 
( Wh- I  ( 213 )-x2; ( l/Z k, - I  “2i 
= 
J 
d-x2;. 
J 
dx2, + t  - 
J 
dxzn 
J 
dxx. + 1’ 
(k-i. + I )I 12;. f2, - I f2.i 
Therefore (6.10 f becomes 
J J 
1/(2i + 1 I 
zz ~-,(xzz-I)~x~~~-~ 
39. Z(k-l+lIr 
X iJ 
(Wbzi- I dxzj. 
(k-a+l).YX2;.-., -x21 J 
(213 J-W dxzi + 1 
tzj. -x21 -x22+ 1 
J 
(W)-~zi-, dxzn 
- 
12; - I  x21 - 1 - x22 
J 
u2.z dxzl+, 
Qi xx - x21 + 1 
5 
u2i + I dx 
X 
?.a+2 dx 2k- I 
szi+i XZR+I -x21+2 (X2k-2-X2k-~)(X2k-, -x)‘ 
Again, the last 2k - 22 - 1 integrals are transformed by means of (5.47) 
yielding 
J J 
l/(ZA + 1) 
=: 
h-~t-+n-,)d~~a-,. 
3.1 Zfkpi.+ 1)x 
{J 
(I/Zh-I 
X 
ha 
J 
mxzi - .x)/x) - 1 dy2, + ,  
(k-1+1)x (xz~-1--4(x~~-x) 2k-21-l Y21+1 
.mi +1 -- 1 
X I 
dyza + 2 
s 
IQ-z--I dyzk-, 
. . 
2k-21.-2 .t‘2~+2 I Y2k--1. 
Next we replace xzl in the two integrals by 
t = 2x.?1 dy2i. - I 
t=- 
x2;. - x 
-3 
X 
+ 2, 
x X2;. -- , - x2j. 
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respectively, and xzI-, by W. Then, by (2.4) and (5.40), 
s s 
l/(21+ 1) h2& 1(w) dw 
s 
WI-Y 
=4X ww2k4Aw)dl 
3,R 2(k - I.+ 1 )x w-x 2(k - i + I ) 2w-xt 
I 
l/(zi+ 1) 
= 
Z(k--d+I).~ 
l/2(&--1+ 1) 
= 
I (2% + I )x 
Therefore, by (6.8), (6.12), and (6.15), 
(6.15) 
o<x< A, kiz N. (6.16) 
Using (5.9) we note that for 2 d k E N 
and (6.17) 
1 
x>“GJ 3,% s 
=o for 1 ,<IZ<k- 1. 
Hence (6.3) follows from (6,16), For the interval (5.8) hZk(x) is com- 
pletely determined by (6.3) if k 2 4. For k = 2 and & d x -C 6, we obtain for 
R(‘)(x) in (6.4) by (6.16), (6.17), (6.2), and (2.7) 
R”‘(x) = - i‘:,’ E log ($- 3) dx. 
For &<x <ff (6.16) yields the additional term 
R”‘(x) = j3;r h, (;) j,cu) ;, 
which proves (6.5) in view of (5.22). 
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Finally, for k = 3 and &d .Y < & we obtain from (6.16) in view of (6.17) 
By (6.2), (6.3), and (2.7) this proves (6.7). 
7. The Results about h(x) 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 2. We have 
h(x) =0 ifx>i (7.1) 
and with the function f (u) from (1.1) and (1.2), on putting 
j(x) :=&A j 
'iqU-2)f(u-2)du 
4 2-m * 
O<X<$ 
we have 
h(x)=j(x)-& jz;rE($-2)f(;-2)du 
In particular 
1 
h(x) =A,) if $,<X<-, 4 
(7.4) 
and 
h(x) =j(x) + @O’(x) if &<x<$, (7.5) 
where R”‘(x) is defined in (6.6). 
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Remark. We mention here that by using (5.35) in (5.32) by the same 
method one can prove without any difficulty also the following analogue of 
(7.2) 
where 
1 
if O<x<- + i::‘H(f) J(u); 
3’ 
J(x) :=jg j 
‘/-r (u - 2) F(f.6 - 2) du 
3 2-XU ) 
Oiicf. 
Proof Equation (7.1) is contained in (5.4) and (5.12), in fact, by (5.4) 
and (6.1), 
h(x)= c h2k(X), O<x<l. (7.6) 
kbl 
2k<Cl/.r)-2 
Similarly, by (2.1) and (2.3), 
ffu-2)=2eY t: I&U-2), ti > 2. (7.7) 
k&I 
2k<-u-2 
In (6.16), by (5.12) and (2.3), the bounds in j2k(.xj, f2,i and j3,1. may be 
replaced by 4, l/x, 2x, 4 and 3x, a, respectively, i.e., 
h2kb) = & j  
“-’ (u - 2) IZk(td - 2) du 
4 2-xu 
the extension to XC $ being possible because of (6.1) and (5.41). Sum- 
mation over4 k 2 1 yields in view of (5.4), (5.40), and (2.1), 
h(x)=Jx)-&, jz;‘f$$$2)f($2)du 
o<x<;, (7.8) 
which proves (7.2). In view of (5.9), (7.4) follows immediately from (7.8). 
4 All these sums are finite, see (7.6) and (7.7). 
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For x > h, in the first interal of (7.8), II(U) may be replaced by j(u), because 
of (7.4). Also, in the last integral, because of (5.12), H(x/u) reduces to 
h,(x/u), so that by (5.22) 
H 5 L= log(2 - (3x/u)) 
0 u 24 u-x ’ 
and in this range j(u) =j2( u). Therefore (7.3) is contained in (7.2). For 
&< x< $ the last integral in (7.3) is void, and in the first integral 
j(u)=j?(u), and by (1.4) 
(7.9) 
this proves (7.5). 
8. The Functions NJ V), fii( V) 
Although Theorem 2 deals with the bulk of the problem it does not 
provide directly the formulas which, according to (5.6) and (5.5) are 
required for a weighted sieve of Greaves’ type. To this end, by (5.6) and 
(5.5), we would need the functions’ 
a,(V) :=6”1,!1(x)dx=jI-“(&h(x)) dx, 
CQ( V) := 1:” t)(x) $ = j-i,, (A - h(x)) $, 
or, after elementary integration, equivalently 
(I,(V):=i;h(x)dx=logv- ffl(V)? 
/I*( V) := ,:;* h(x) $ = log (“r; - ’ - CQ( V), 
i.e., 
&(V) := Ib; h(x) x1 -’ dx, i= 1, 2, 
for V 2 V,, or, as being sufficient by (5.7), for 
’ a,(V) and az( V) are the functions x(V) and /l(V) of [7], respectively. 
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For these functions we easily derive from Theorem 2 
THEOREM 3. We haoe 
Bi(v)=o if V>$ i= 1,2, 
and with the jiinctionf(u) from (1.1) and (1.2), on putting 
(8.1) 
hi(V) :=~~~IVf(U2){(~)‘-ilO8(2--UV) 
+log l-(W) 
1-v d”, 1 
0-c V<i, i= 1, 2, 
we have 
1 Pi(v)=b’(vbj--$j ‘“((224/V)-2)f((2u/V)-2) v 2-i 
0 
- bj(u) du 
2v u-v U 
+i 
114 log(2 - (3V/u)) v 2-j b.(u) d 
u-v ii I 0 
U 
3v 
1 
if 16< V<i, i= 1, 2, (8.2) 
in particular 
Pi V) = bit V) if Q< V<& i= 1, 2, (8.3) 
and 
Bi(V)=bi(V)+bj”(V) if &<V<$,i=1,2, 
where 
biO’(v)= -j:~~10g(‘~~~-3)(~2~ibi(u)du, i= 1, 2. 
Remark. When replacing the logarithm in the last integral of (8.2) by 
means of (1.4) we see that (8.2) can also be given the form 
Bi(V,‘“i(V)-~j~I”(((~-2)f(~-2) 
-(3-9f(3-9)/(u- V)) 
v 2-i 
x- 
0 
hi(u) du, u 
A< v<;, i= 1,2, 
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which shows that the right-hand side is <bi( V). However, for practical 
computations, one will insert the explicit formulas for f and h,. Then, in 
view of our remarks in the last paragraph of Section 3, the resulting 
integrals become either single or double integrals, at most, over elementary 
functions. 
Proof. By (7.3), 
/l,(V)= I:‘j(X),X~‘dX-& j;;4X1-LdX 
x j;:‘-@-($-2)f($-2)du 
+ j:, x’ ~ ’ dx j 1’4 log(2 - t3x/m,(u) du 3 
3.r M-X 
;< v<;, i= 1, 2. (8.4) 
Here 
I 
114 
j(x) xpi c 
dx=& j:i"gdx j;'~r'":~u~-2'du 
1 
=- j1’L’(u-2’t(u-2)dujL;u~& 
2ev 4 , _ 
1 
=2eY4 
j”“f(u-2)du j’iu.~?~i(~-i)dx=bilV); 
b 2-m l-x 
;<v<;, i=l,2. (8.5) 
Equation (5.9) implies (8.1) and also that (8.3) follows from (8.4) in view of 
(8.5). Next we use (8.5) in (8.4). Also replace in both two-fold integrals in 
(8.4) u by xu/V and interchange the order of integration. We then obtain 
1 114 ((2u)/V-2)f((2u)/V-2) “/4U x2.4 
Pi(V)=bi(V)F2e/J 
2v U-V j,- ./(+‘dx 
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if we replace in the two innermost integrals x by (Y/u) t we obtain (8.2) in 
view of (8.5) since in the last integral j,(t) = j(t). By (5.9), for $ Q V-C $, the 
last integral in (8.2) vanishes, and the remaining integral of (8.2) is bj”j( V) 
since here (7.9) applies again. 
By means of Theorem 2 we obtained 
Y,=O.O74 368 883... 
and we list a few values of tli( V) and c1J I’) determined by Theorem 3. The 
calculations were carried out on a TI-59. 
v %fV tf2( VI 
8 0.098 580 030... 0.414 533 1?6... 
t 0.132 565 376... 0.706 963 203... 
i 0.145 9 491 8 644... 809 u 0.821 68 221 716 297... 889 o
vo 0.150 552 789... 0.876 952 301... 
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